Credit for Prior Learning
Faculty Champion Description

CREDIT FOR PRIOR LEARNING

Part 1. Definition:

CPL credit is awarded for the achievement of an advanced level of knowledge and/or skill outside of college coursework. Each department shall determine the course criteria which, if satisfied, will result in the awarding of CPL credit. Assessment methods may involve interviews, skill evaluations, or portfolios.

The faculty champion will work with faculty in programs to meet the needs of students who may be eligible for prior learning assessment opportunities from past learning experiences.

Credit Equivalency: 4-5 credits

Tasks:
1. Meet with program leaders and department chairs to increase CPL opportunities within departments.
2. Assist in coordinating CPL professional development training in the fall and spring.
3. Assist in coordinating regional CPL meetings, one each semester with ALI meeting on October 2.
4. Work closely with SCC Transfer Specialist on improving CPL process for students, faculty, and staff.
5. Modify current and develop new tutorial(s) on CPL options.
6. Offer CPL informational sessions in conjunction with 4-year transfer opportunities.
7. Lunch and Learn opportunities for faculty and staff to share their experiences with CPL.
8. Participate in local and national conferences to enhance CPL at SCC.